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Security InnovationIntegrability

KYDC

Identify your customers digitally, 
anytime and anywhere, without app 
downloading, directly from the web 
browser of their device. 

Know Your Digital 
Customer

UX Design

Maximum functionality, 
minimum steps, 
maintaining legal 
requirements

Customizable

QR Reader, ID OCR, 
facial matching, digital 
signature by OTP or 
biometry

Omnichanel and 
Omnidevice

Sign on any device, in 
person or remote, 
maintaining maximum 
guarantees

Blockchain 
Technology

With blockchain we 
provide additional 
guarantee to Trusted 
Third Party

Integrable

API integrable solutions 
with real-time 
information through 
call-backs

Fully Compliant

Eidas, MINETAD, GDPR, 
ISO, European Agency of 
Digital Trust, e-Sign Act, 
Uniform Electronic 
Transaction Act

Digital Onboarding 
as a Service

Create your own onboarding process 
that perfectly fits your business. 
Include QR recognition, ID capture, 
face matching and your choice of 
digital signature.

The most flexible multilingual 
digital signature platform. 
Perfectly adapted to the 
needs of your customers, 
providing a maximum degree 
of usability, accessibility and 
legality.

Digital Signature

Cutting-edge 

technology for 

the best UX

We use advanced technologies 
to guarantee the best customer 
journey, the highest acquracy, 
and legal regulations compliance..

Face Biometrics 

Artificial Intelligence

Machine Learning

Image Analysis

Digital Signature

Blockchain

Automated Management 
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